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Spuds and good bugs!
(how potatoes help our microbiome)
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Our microbes - Some impressive facts

-Microbes are a part of human life, living on all the
surfaces and cavities of the human body.

-More microbes than human cells
-Microbe genes : human genes (regarded as the ‘other’
genome)

-Majority of these microbes are found in the gut
(but those located at other sites can also have significant
roles)



THE PLATE COUNT ANOMALY

Culturable fraction < 30%
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Our microbes – what do they do?

Unlike our human genome, our 

microbial genome can 

change….contributing to health or 

disease

Some things that alter our gut 

microbes (gut microbiota) include diet 

(+ or -), probiotics (+), prebiotics (+), 

antibiotics (usually -)

• Harvest energy from foods
• Produce short chain fatty acids
• Produce vitamins
• Metabolise bile acids and sterols
• Develop and fine tune our immune 

system
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Appetite

Microbiota - Epithelial Interface

Physical activity 
ameliorates mood & 
prevents cognitive 

decline

Exercise effects on 
microbiota?

Dietary intake 
changes with 

exercise and is a 
determinant of gut 
microbial function 

Dietary intake 
influences mood, 

cognition and 
behavior

O’Sullivan et al., Gut Microbes

Diet and exercise 
modify innate 

immunity which 
conditions the 

microbiota
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AthMet

Elite Athletes n=40 
Control BMI <25 n=23
Control BMI >28 n=23
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Low total diversity within the gut microbiota is generally regarded as less

desirable and has been observed in children that are more susceptible to

allergies as well as sufferers of IBD, IBS and C. difficile infection (among others)
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Higher diversity of gut microbiota in athletes

Clear separation of microbial communities between athletes and controls – there 

were different microbes present in the rugby players to the controls

Increased fibre and protein intake as well as increased lean mass correlated with 

levels of specific short-chain fatty acids

Summary/Conclusion
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Gut feeling???
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So what’s it got to do with spuds?

Potatoes= high fibre 
high starch



And now for the science!
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Take home message!

and love (eat) potatoes….
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